TRAVEL WITH PURPOSE 2018

IVORY COAST

Travel notes
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Travel with Purpose is the journey that Harambee makes every year to know and
evaluate the projects realized in Africa. A trip open to all Harambee volunteers who
want to see what is being done in Africa and what can be done.
This year we have visited Ivory Coast, a wonderful country that is trying to alleviate, at a dizzying pace, the terrible effects of more than six years of civil war. It is
currently growing to 8%, the highest growth rate in Africa. Roads are being built,
public buildings, schools and universities destroyed are being restored and an incipient middle class is emerging. However, a large part of the population still lives in
miserable conditions, thousands of girls are still out of school, hundreds of children
are dying of malnutrition and most women are unable to read or write.
We have experienced a hellish heat and known incredible stories of extraordinary
people to whom a contribution, a project, or even just a little help, have changed
their lives, making our slogan a reality: “With your help you can change the life of a
person, a family, a community”.
On this occasion, volunteers from different countries were encouraged to live their
own African experience. Special thanks to our African counterparts who, despite
their intense daily work, have accompanied us with care and affection, allowing us
to get to know a multitude of initiatives in a few days.
Below is a summary, a sort of travel note. Enjoy reading!

June 2018
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Monday, 21st May 2018
Visit to Félix Houphouët-Boigny University, Abidjan
Despite the fact that the government’s five-year development plan includes a
special programme for the improvement of the average level of education (more
than 60% of Ivorians is under 35 years of age), the education sector still needs to
be reorganised.
We visit the public university in
the Cocody district of Abidjan
(capital city) where we meet
Andrea, student of medicine, and
Olphise who studies Law (the cost
is about 90 euros per year). “The
academic years here are interminable, interrupted by continuous
strikes carried out by underpaid
and unmotivated professors. The
infrastructures are shoddy” says
Andrea who does chores to contribute to the costs of study in her
free time.
“For us girls it’s even more difficult because local traditions do
not encourage us, in the absence
of economic resources, to undertake study programs. For the boys
it’s different, but I keep going!”
says Olphise.
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We take a tour around the area where the students residences are located: narrow
and dark rooms where the essential things lack in a place where different student
associations face each other for the control of the territory. In normal circumstances students like Andrea and Olphise would achieve outstanding results! It
takes great perseverance to move forward.

Visit to Moscou’s Bidonville
Abidjan has a population of 3 to 6 million inhabitants, which has certainly increased as a result of the civil war (1999 - 2011) and therefore as a result of the
intern migratory flow. Cocody is the chic neighborhood, the African Beverly Hills,
with skyscrapers and international hotels alternating with luxurious villas and
great modern boulevards where, however, still one third of the population lives
with less than 1$ per day ( Worldwide Bank) and overcrowds the slums with the
corrugated sheet metal roofs, so typical of the African metropolises saturated by
a violent mass rural exodus, such as Moscou, burned by a terrible fire on the last
January.
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Here, Moamed Sali, one of the locals, has established
a primary school that welcomes children giving them
one meal a day and the opportunity to play safely,
as well as an education.

“The families in the area
dedicates to micro-commerce
for their own sustenance, but
everyone contributes to the
expenses for the school because they recognize its importance,” says Adje Bernabé,
Director.
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The children welcome us with joy
and curiosity and accompany us
across the narrow streets surrounding
the shanties, where the essential is
missing: water, sewers, electricity.
We greet dozens and dozens of
people and many of them are busy
in carrying out small crafts, many
others are sittings on the ground
waiting for nothing. There are mobile
phones and internet connections
and you can guess the importance:
the only chance to connect with an
external world and, maybe, different
from your own.
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The girls of the Cultural Centre Marahoue teach, as volunteers, in the school of
Moscou: Arielle, who feels like she is a privileged person, wants to “give back”
the good luck she received by taking care of the children.

Arielle
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Tuesday, 22nd May 2018
Going to Yamoussoukro
We arrive in Assinzé, in the Lakes District, Yamoussoukro area (220 km from Abidjan, 3 hours by car) to visit a family agricultural school. Here boys and girls learn
about modern agriculture, alternating theory and practice in their own small camps
or farms. Each student is followed
personally by a tutor, and families are
involved in the process of learning. The
impact on people’s life is remarkable.

“Young people think there is no future beyond employment in the public administration and even less
in the agricultural sector. With these schools (14
in Ivory Coast) we want to show that you can stay
in the villages and work successfully. The future of
the Country is agriculture, but you have to convince
young people”. 70% of the population is committed
in some form of agriculture but 98% of this workforce is over 65 years old: “There is an urgent need
to train the new generations” explains the director,
Bruno Traoré.
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We meet several students, everyone very
motivated and hopeful, such as Audrette,
18 years old, attending the second year
of school. Her father – Augustin Kremo –
is the president of the association of
families who co-manage the School. “It’s
important to accompany even those who
finish to study; here everyone has small
plots of land and, thanks to the training
received, they improve the production
that, in addition to subsistence, is also
distributed in regional markets”.
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Ivory Coast is known for its crops of cocoa, coffee, rubber,
rice, fruit. Farmers are often organised in cooperatives to
deal with large western multinationals. The problem is the
processing of products and this is the reason why they are
too dependent from foreigners.
We visit a rice field (at the suburbs of Yamoussoukro)
where the students practice with the training of
Florent Kaku who has been caring lovingly for
young students since 10 years.

We continue along the established route, visiting the Walé Medical Centre: 250 blood
samples per day, malaria, malnutrition, prenatal consultations are the main commitments
for the two doctors (salary of 650 euros per month) who form the staff of the clinic; the
director is Branger Kounan: “Here the patient is in the centre, in its entirety; we offer
treatments and medicines at a cost of $2 per day
and this way people are encouraged to come and
receive care”. Public hospital assistance is not
generally affordable for the majority of population, it is especially difficult to afford the cost of
medicines.
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In Walé, moreover, there are currently 3,000 cases of people suffering from AIDS,
in particular pregnant women: “No child has ever been born ill here with us.
Thanks to personalized assistance, we save them all!” In addition, the doctor continues: “We help women, in particular those who have difficulties, in launching
small economic initiatives”, a project managed by Nathalie Neyao, she accompanies us to the market to meet Jandak (36 years old) who managed to open a shop
that allowed her to feed her two children and her newborn – Ylan –, who is also
very healthy.
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Wednesday, 23rd May 2018
YAMOUSSOUKRO
We travel 22 km on a dirt road with a quite high temperature and humidity and
we reach the village of Toumbokro (kro=village; Toumbo is the head of the Village)
where there is a branch of Walé, established in 2012 to serve the extensive surrounding rural population. Patients, which are constantly moved to a raising awareness, also walk for 5/10km to be taken care of.

30 people a day are visited and malaria, with its
complications resulting from malnutrition and
precarious health conditions, remains the most
frequent problem.
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We leave the Center to go and visit Nanan Toumbo, the village chief (the ethnic
group is that of the Baolué), and the meeting is really a new experience for the
Harambee group. The sages of the place welcome us with a particular rite, they
invoke the gods to give us protection. The Head of the village does not address
himself directly to us: an intermediary collects the “news” through an assistant and
offers it to us, collects ours and communicates it to the Head, always through his
spokesperson. It lasts a time that seems endless to us, used to whatsapp’s era, but
at the same time, it allows us to approach to very different traditions.
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In the surrounding fields is being held a practical training session for 50 women,
as part of a social project promoted by Walé to make them independent and
self-sufficient the mothers of the villages. The initial challenge was to group them
into a cooperative but, considering the benefits they glimpsed and the possibility of feeding their children, these women are continuing with commitment and
dedication. We meet the president of the cooperative – Andréee Nguessan – and
the teacher, Yacinthe Kaminle, who tells us about the experience.
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Continuing towards Yamoussoukro we stop and go on by foot across a bush, a
little worried because we’re surrounded by swarms of mosquitoes (will they be
those that carry malaria?) and we reach the river Bamdamà: here gold is extracted. The official activity for extraction
is granted to the French people but a
group of Chineses illegally assigns the
job to local women: they (between 10
and 18 years old) drop into the river
with rudimentary means and many accidents are often fatal. They can earn
even 150 euro per month but, in addition to the dangerousness of the job,
it is also an activity with no future.
This is why the volunteers of Okassou
Cultural Centre in Yamoussoukro try to
involve the village women in training
activities to look for alternatives in
order to build a better future.
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In the evening we leave the administrative capital of the Country to go back to Abidjan. We visit the Basilica of the Lady of
Peace, a copy of St. Peter’s in Rome, and the surroundings of
the residence of Boigny, the first independent president of
Ivory Coast, surrounded by an artificial lake where crocodiles
are placed on guard of the presidential area.

Thursday, 24 May 2018
Bingerville Area
We move 15 km from Abidjan, in the rural area of Bingerville, to visit the Ilomba
Medical Center, where the main commitment of the two doctors that work there
is the fight to malnutrition, which affects up to 75% of children in a severe manner.
Then there are malaria, bronchitis, intestinal diseases, diabetes. This year, in Ilomba,
50 children were recovered, such as Marie Audette who weighed 1kg at birth, but she
is much better now!
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“The problems are many; these children have no enough food
and material is missing, Ilomba helps us a lot”, says Lucien
Ake Ahui, director of the primary school from which the young
patients of today come from.

“The relationship with parents is very important because without an appropriate
accompaniment, efficiency drops. That’s why we try to involve them all the time”.
Mothers pay 1 euro for each vaccination because “giving is not educational” they
claim. We have the chance to listen to Mabea Joelle, 6 children, who tells how she
was followed in Ilomba during her pregnancy; Elisabeth, mother of Marie Audette, 28,
and 5 children. Beatrice, who studied as an auxiliary nurse at the Professional Center
Yarani, 3 children and the desire to devote herself to caring for the elderly. “Our
challenge is that no child should be malnourished anymore,” Pilar concludes while
greeting us and, as we watch her, we’re sure she’ll succeed!
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In Ilomba they also care about women’s training. They offer courses in sewing
and many of the participants then open ateliers in the villages: this is the case of
Awa Beamjo, 30 years old and 5 children, or Natasha, 23 years old. “Tailoring is
a business that makes it much more than the production of ateké (dried cassava, the main meal) which is very tiring and almost not profitable. Thus women
learn a trade and do their business”.
A dress is sold
euros.

for 4,5

Literacy courses are also held for girls up to the age of 18 to get them back from
early school leaving: they meet 3 days a week for 2 years and, in this time, they
learn to prepare cakes to sell on the market so to be able to earn some money.
“When they leave school they have no motivations nor prospects but many of
them, after the time here, continue their studies up to university”, says Danielle Goli, one of the teachers.
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We leave Ilomba to head to Abidjan where an association of
wealthy families has founded the “Etimoé” school, in 2006.
The aim is to provide girls, from the primary school to college, a scholastic and human quality education.
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“We ensure a personalized teaching, with the involvement of families” tells us
Chantal Aby, who has been working at the school for 3 years and has benefited of a
scholarship for her daughter. “We want to cultivate talents and develop characters so
to be able to count on people who will be able to change this Country in the future”,
says Nita Bony, teacher. Harambee has granted 5 scholarships in 2017 and there are
many thanks such as those of Dominique Ledjou, mother of three children, and Marie
Camille, 12 years: “Studying in Etimoé means to build a better future and I feel all
the responsibility of that”.
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In the afternoon we visit MDE – Business School of Abidjan: here managers of companies are trained and research are carried out in the field of management and economic activities.
We meet Leonce Ano, responsible of a program to accompany young local entrepreneurs in the process of launching and structuring their companies and here we have
the opportunity to listen to the testimony of two beneficiaries: Serge Assui is engaged
in the agro-food sector, and Gerard Kanan is developing his company in the information technology sector.

Meeting these people gave us the
possibility to deepen the idea of
Harambee to support, in the future,
projects in favour of African youth
entrepreneurship.
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Friday, 25 May 2018
Abobo peripheral area
Abobo is a northern suburb of Abidjan, a marginalised and immigrant area of about
600,000 inhabitants where the Yarani Professional Training School is located. Since
the nineties this school has been offering vocational training to the women of this
area, thus enabling them to find a stable employment. “When a girl signs up to the
courses, she has a very low level of schooling, and generally has a difficult family
background and is rather distrustful in interpersonal relationships”. Currently 96
girls, aged from 15 to 25, are studying for a course that lasts 2/3 years depending on
the route chosen: hotellerie, catering, nursing, management. All of them have the
possibility to carry out internships in companies and hotel facilities.
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A year of study costs around 900 euros, girls are asked to cover
a tenth of the cost and this year Harambee has granted 20
scholarships to particularly deserving ones, like Abiola that we
meet at school and later we accompany to her house to meet
her family. The girl, who is in her 2nd year of studies, lives
with her uncles and sister An, 25 years old, who due to the lack
of possibilities could not enrol at university and is therefore
dedicated to the sale of poultry in the street. Her parents (Nigerian father and Burkinabé mother) work outside of Abidjan.

Literacy courses for adult women take place in Yarani: “If you can’t read and
write you depend for everything on others, and not only it is difficult to work,
but you have to share your whole life!” Adele (5 children) who, after attending
the courses in Yarani, opened an hairdresser shop, giving a job to other 3 people.
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Our day continues with a visit to the Akatio Professional Center, set up in 2014,
where at the moment 250 boys are being trained for various professions (plumbers,
electricians, computer scientists). “The problem is transport, many children also
live 30 km away and struggle to cover the costs” the director explains to us. The
school also acts as an intermediary between the students completing their studies and companies; many are
accompanied in the launch of micro-enterprise initiatives. “The work is missing but, sometimes, motivation
is what miss the most and it is what they rediscover
here, in addition of course to quality training”.
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Saturday, 26 May 2018
Gran Bassam and return
Waiting for the return flight in the evening, we visit the lively crafts market of
Trechville where we are captured by the various objects of ebony, clay and iron, by
the African style jewelry and by textiles of all shapes. Here bargaining is the rule!
We continue to Grand Bassam (about 40 km from Abidjan), a colonial town, the
first capital of Ivory Coast (19th century). Having lunch in a restaurant located on
the beach allows us to appreciate the noise of the Atlantic waves and to be curious
about the joy of men and women (the latter are veiled or Western-style), children,
tourists and Ivorians playing blessed in the waves.
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